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Dear Sirs, 
 
The Global VSAT Forum (“GVF”) would like to thank the Independent Communications 
Authority of South Africa (“ICASA”) for the opportunity to participate in this public 
consultation on the recently released draft South African Table of Frequency Allocations 
(“SATFA”).  GVF applauds ICASA on establishing and publishing the draft SATFA, and 
thus promoting regulatory transparency and ensuring public input on important spectrum 
management issues.  The focus of GVF’s contribution is the 3400-4200 MHz frequency band, 
taking into account GVF’s concerns with the use of these frequencies by terrestrial systems. 
 
GVF is a non-profit association that comprises more than 200 companies from 100 countries 
in every major region of the world and from all sectors of the satellite industry, including 
satellite operators, earth station and sub-system manufacturers, integrators, teleport operators, 
network operators and carriers, as well as consultants, law firms and other organizations 
involved in the satellite industry.  GVF provides global representation to the world leading 
companies in the satellite industry.1 
 
As ICASA is aware, satellite solutions are used to deliver advanced transmission access for 
information and entertainment to some of the world’s leading media and network companies, 
multinational corporations, Internet service providers, and government organizations around 
the world.  Every year GVF members help millions of people stay connected to the things 
they care about.  Satellites allow our members to offer seamless service for voice, data and 
video transmissions around the world. 
 
                                                 
1 For more information regarding GVF, please visit the association’s web site (http://www.gvf.org). 
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The bands 3400-4200 MHz (downlink) and 5850-6725 MHz (uplink) are allocated to the 
fixed-satellite service on a primary basis, worldwide and are commonly referred to as C-band.  
These frequencies have been assigned for satellite services since the industry was inaugurated 
more than 40 years ago.  Today, there are approximately 160 satellites operating and 
providing essential and critical services to consumers using these C-band frequencies, and 
many more such satellites are under construction. 
 
Use of C-band frequencies for satellite communications is widespread throughout the world.  
In fact, C-band use is particularly vital for many developing countries, particularly in 
equatorial Africa, South and Central America, and southern Asia because of its resilience in 
the presence of heavy rain.  C-band earth stations are used extensively in many developed 
countries, and the use of C-band frequencies also includes land earth stations used for mobile 
satellite systems, such as Inmarsat. 
 
Services using C-band frequencies cover large areas.  These frequencies facilitate 
intercontinental and global communications, and are used to provide a wide range of services, 
including critical applications such as distance learning, telemedicine, universal access, and 
television transmissions. 
 
Satellite solutions using C-band frequencies provide an excellent vehicle for government and 
emergency services.  In times when disaster recovery is needed, satellites are often the only 
possibility to establish communication links.  For example, C-band frequencies were used to 
provide emergency communication services in Perú following the earthquake of 2007; 
similarly, satellites were used in Taiwan to restore critical connectivity after earthquakes 
severed submarine cable connections in 2006, and in Thailand after the devastating tsunami of 
2004. 
 
Satellite receive earth stations operating in the C-band constitute the primary means for 
distribution of television programming, data transmission services, and telephone and Internet 
connectivity services for millions of users throughout the world.  Many South African entities, 
including the South African government, as well as international or multinational 
organizations such as the World Bank, depend on and benefit from the various advantages of 
satellite communications that use the C-band. 
 
With the advent of FIFA’s World Cup in 2010, South Africa will have a unique opportunity to 
host the world’s largest and most important sports event, watched live by hundreds of millions 
of people around the planet.  It is estimated that a total of 4 GHz of satellite capacity will be 
used to cover this event, and that 80 percent of this usage will happen in the C-band.  Starting 
as early as August 2009, a significant uptake in C-band capacity is expected in order to 
broadcast the activities around FIFA’s Confederations Cup, a prelude to the World Cup, 
which will also take place in South Africa.  During this time, the attention of the world will be 
on the events unfolding in South Africa.  Given the significance of these events, harmful 
interference to the broadcast signals in C-band should be avoided. 
 
The threat of harmful interference to satellite systems by mobile and fixed wireless access 
terrestrial systems that plan to deploy in a subset of the C-band is quite considerable, quite 
damaging to satellite services provided to customers and end users, and constitutes a very 
serious obstacle for the continued effective provision of established satellite services using C-
band frequencies.  
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It is crucial that satellite systems and the users of such systems continue to be able to use C-
band frequencies without harmful interference from terrestrial wireless access systems and 
other wireless systems that plan to deploy in the C-band, such as IMT systems.  As has been 
well documented by the international community, the harmful interference caused by 
terrestrial broadband wireless access and IMT systems on satellite systems in C-band 
frequencies deprives consumers of access to critical satellite services. 
 
The concerns regarding this matter were reflected in the actions of the World 
Radiocommunications Conference (“WRC 07”).  Agenda Item 1.4 for WRC 07 addressed 
whether the 3400-4200 MHz band should be identified for IMT on a co-primary basis with the 
longstanding primary allocation for the fixed-satellite service.  WRC 07 decided expressly 
NOT to adopt a global identification of radio spectrum for IMT services in any part of the 
3400-4200 MHz band.  As a result, WRC 07 explicitly adopted provisions to ensure the 
protection of fixed-satellite services that operate in these frequency bands in the two regions 
of the world where IMT was identified, through footnotes only, in the 3400-3600 MHz band 
in certain countries.2 
 
GVF wishes to express its concerns to ICASA with the fact that in the draft SATFA, it is 
suggested that the band 3400-3600 MHz is allocated only to the fixed service, even though 
this band is allocated on a global level at the ITU to both the fixed service and the fixed-
satellite service on a co-primary basis.  GVF wishes to remind ICASA that the 3400-3600 

                                                 
2 Consequently, certain footnotes were included in the ITU Table of Frequency Allocations to cover various 
frequency bands within the 3400-3600 MHz range.  These footnotes allow the operation of IMT mobile services 
in a co-primary mode, but only in those countries which have opted-in to the footnote in the corresponding 
region, and only if the diverse mobile service restrictions that protect satellite services in affected 
Administrations are taken into account.  South Africa was among those countries in Region 1 that opted-in to a 
footnote covering the 3400-3600 MHz band.  Effective November 17, 2010, the 3400-3600 MHz band in Region 
1 will be allocated to mobile services (including IMT) on a primary basis, subject to power flux-density (“pfd”) 
limits at the border and coordination with affected administrations pursuant to Article 9 of the ITU Radio 
Regulations. 
 
An IMT operator wishing to operate in the 3400-3600 MHz band in Region 1 is constrained by the following 
requirements with respect to operations near the border: 

 Pfd limits: the mobile operator must ensure that the pfd produced at 3 meters above ground does not 
exceed -154 dBW (m2 · 4 kHz) for more than 20 percent of the time at the border of the territory of any 
other administration.  

o The pfd limit calculation and verification is enforced by mutual agreement of both 
Administrations. 

o If mutual agreement is not reached, the Bureau will make a determination. 
 Coordination requirement: the IMT operator’s Administration must request coordination by sending a 

request to the Bureau with all applicable information required pursuant to Appendix 4 to the Radio 
Regulations.  Coordination is necessary with respect to all services pursuant to Article 9.21 and with 
satellite earth stations pursuant to Articles 9.17 and 9.18. 

o The Bureau will then identify all Administrations with which the requesting administration 
must coordinate, and publish the coordination information in the International Frequency 
Information Circular (“BR IFC”). 

o All Administrations receiving a request for coordination must respond within 4 months of the 
publication, otherwise the coordination obligation is waived. 

If coordination is unsuccessful and an agreement is not reached, IMT services must operate on a secondary basis.  
Such IMT operators must shut down any operations that cause interference to primary services. 
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MHz is an integral part of the C-band, and these frequencies are used to support myriad 
applications throughout the world. 
 
The concerns with the use of C-band by stand-alone terrestrial mobile or fixed wireless 
systems derive from the harmful interference that would be caused to the numerous, 
established satellite systems operating in these or in adjacent bands.  In footnote NF31 of the 
draft SATFA, it is indicated that ICASA undertook an enquiry to determine criteria to access 
this band for IMT services.  GVF wishes to underline the fact that the interference problem 
generated by terrestrial mobile or fixed broadband wireless access systems, including IMT, is 
not limited to co-frequency band operations with the fixed-satellite service, but also relates 
to the harmful effects from deployment of new terrestrial systems in adjacent bands to the 
fixed-satellite service-- for example, a terrestrial system operating in the 3500-3600 MHz 
band interfering with satellite receive earth stations operating in bands above 3600 MHz.  We 
note as well that the deployment of wireless access systems in or adjacent to C-band 
frequencies used by the fixed-satellite service would not only constrain established satellite 
systems operating in these or in adjacent bands, but also would constrain the ability of satellite 
operators to deploy new earth stations in the future. 
 
It is particularly important to emphasize that the earth stations of satellite systems that today 
use C-band frequencies in the 3400-4200 MHz band do so in reception mode and, therefore, 
are extremely susceptible to harmful interference and receiver overdrive (e.g., causing total 
loss of service, blackouts, synchronization loss and signal delays) generated by transmissions 
in co-frequency or in adjacent bands.  Deployment of stand-alone mobile or fixed terrestrial 
wireless access systems, including IMT, in the same geographic area and in the same or in 
adjacent C-band frequencies in which satellite systems operate substantially compromises the 
operation of satellite receive earth stations, rendering them inoperable, and thus depriving 
consumers of service.  ITU technical studies come to this same conclusion,3 and are made 
evident by the recent cases around the world in which satellite receive earth stations in the C-
band have experienced harmful interference.4 
 
It is the hope of GVF that ICASA will adopt policies for the C-band that reflect the results of 
WRC 07, offer protection for longstanding satellite services in these bands, and do not impose 
undue constraints on satellite services operation in South Africa and throughout the region.  
GVF members have identified many cases throughout the world where interference has been 
caused to fixed-satellite service earth stations by WiMAX or similar terrestrial systems.  Some 
of these cases are identified in Annex A, and are provided to ICASA as a reference. 
 
In sum, in developing its spectrum plans for the coming years, GVF respectfully requests that 
ICASA take into account the importance of C-band frequencies for the satellite industry in 

                                                 
3 Report ITU-R M.2109 presents the results of the different sharing studies performed between the FSS networks 
using the geostationary satellite orbit and IMT-Advanced systems.  See REPORT ITU-R M.2109, Sharing 
studies between IMT-Advanced systems and geostationary satellite networks in the fixed-satellite service in the 
3 400-4 200 and 4 500-4 800 MHz frequency bands (2007). 
 
4 In countries in which the deployment of terrestrial wireless access systems has been allowed in C-band, satellite 
systems have experienced massive problems and service interruptions.  In addition, it is possible that interference 
will affect radars and microwave links that operate in these bands.  Satellite systems in places like Australia, 
Bolivia, Fiji, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Pakistan and several countries in Africa have been negatively affected by 
these deployments of terrestrial systems. 
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South Africa and that, in its desire to accommodate new services and applications in the radio 
spectrum, the ongoing use of C-band by the satellite industry is not placed at risk. 
 
GVF thanks ICASA for the opportunity to comment on its consultations, and hopes that 
ICASA will continue to consult satellite operators, service providers and satellite users on a 
regular basis on any proposed changes to satellite allocations and proposals for sharing 
spectrum.   
 
We look forward to your feedback on the points raised above. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 

 
David Hartshorn 
Secretary General 
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ANNEX A 

  
In countries in which the deployment of terrestrial wireless access systems has been 
allowed in C-band frequencies, satellite systems have experienced massive problems and 
service interruptions – both in-band and adjacent band interference.  In addition, it is 
possible that interference from terrestrial wireless access systems will affect radars and 
microwave links that operate in these bands.  Satellite systems in places such as 
Australia, Bolivia, Fiji, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Pakistan and several countries in Africa 
have been negatively affected by the deployments of terrestrial wireless access systems in 
C-band frequencies.  Below are the corresponding reports of interference into fixed-
satellite service stations by such systems. 
  
 
Australia: Australia Interference.pdf 
 
Bolivia: Bolivia Interference.pdf 
 
Fiji:  Fiji Interference.pdf 
 
Hong Kong: Hong Kong Interference Study.pdf 
  Hong Kong decision based on study.pdf 
 
Indonesia: Indonesia Interference.pdf 
 
Pakistan: Pakistan Interference.pdf 
 
Tanzania: Tanzania Interference Report.pdf 
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Introduction  


In recent times, WIMAX has emerged as one of the most promising broadband wireless access 


(BWA) technologies. Primarily WIMAX enabled infrastructure and devices are destined to 


operate in 3400-3600 MHz and 5725–5850MHz bands.  While 3400-4200 MHz bands are 


extensively used by the Fixed-Satellite Service (FSS) throughout Asia.  The band 3400 – 3700 


MHz is often called the “extended C-band” while the band 3700 – 4200 MHz is known as the 


“standard C-band” for satellite services. 


 


Issue 


As mentioned in preamble, the 3600 to 4200 MHz bands are extensively used by the Fixed-


Satellite Service (FSS) through ITU recommendations while at the same time BWA operators 


are using /intending to use these bands to provide WIMAX services. The same frequency usage 


by FSS and WIMAX can cause significant interference related issues for both Satellite and 


WIMAX service providers.   


Through studies, three possible types of interference problems have been identified. These are (i) 


co-frequency emissions from BWA which can cause in-band interference with FSS services, (ii) 


The out of band emissions or spurious emission in one part of 3400 to 3800 MHz band of BWA 


can create interference in non-overlapping parts of the 3400 to 4200 MHz bands used by FSS 


services and (iii) BWA signals in vicinity of FSS systems can cause their receivers to saturate 


and operate non linearly. 


 


IMT-2000 and IMT-Advanced include broadband wireless access technologies (BWA).  Any 


inclusion of these bands in IMT 2000 and IMT-Advanced systems could cause interferences for 


FSS-based satellite applications in C-band.  When FSS earth stations are deployed in a region 


then there is no mechanism to ensure minimum separation for spectrum sharing. Collocation of 


Wimax systems with FSS earth stations in way that both are utilizing separate portion of the 


band is not feasible as well because the widespread deployment of both services may lead to 


earth station earth station receiver amplifier saturation/ compression problems. This will again 







end up as interference problems for FSS satellite systems because of their inherent low powered 


signals as compared to WIMAX signals. 


 


In addition to these, the frequency band 3.4 - 4.2 GHz is important for the FSS because 


atmospheric absorption is lower in this band. Even in severe rain-fade conditions this band 


provides increased reliability and coverage area to these systems. Another popular band for 


satellite services is KU band. This band is split into multiple segments broken down into 


geographical regions, as determined by the ITU (International Telecommunication Union).The 


Ku band is a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum in the microwave range of frequencies 


ranging from 11.7 to 12.7GHz. (downlink frequencies) and 14 to 14.5GHz (uplink frequencies). 


 Although used extensively for satellite services it cannot provide the same communications 


capabilities if utilized in place of C-band for torrential rain areas. Many developing countries 


including Pakistan rely heavily on satellite links in this band to provide connectivity for national 


and international information transfers and linkages.  Over 160 satellites are using these bands 


for communications worldwide and inclusion of these bands in IMT 2000 and IMT- Advanced 


can cause severe problems for such existing systems around the globe. 


 


The Following table shows Pakistan’s frequency allocations in3400 to 4200 bands. 


Allocation to Services 


Frequency ITU – Region 3  Pakistan’s Allocations 


3400 – 3500 


FIXED 


FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-


Earth) 


Amateur 


Mobile 


Radiolocation  


 


FIXED 


FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 


Amateur 


Mobile 


  Radiolocation 
MOBILE-except aeronautical mobile 


PAK29 


3500 – 3700 


FIXED 


FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-


Earth) 


MOBILE except aeronautical 


mobile 


Radiolocation   


 


FIXED 


FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 


MOBILE except aeronautical mobile 


Radiolocation 


PAK29 


3700 – 4200 


FIXED 


FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-


Earth) 


MOBILE except aeronautical 


mobile 


FIXED 


FIXED-SATELLITE (space-to-Earth) 


MOBILE except aeronautical mobile 


 


 


 


5725-5850MHz band is also recommended for WIMAX by WIMAX forum. The utilization of 


this band in Pakistan is as follows. 







Allocation to Services 


Frequency ITU – Region 3  Pakistan’s Allocations 


5725 – 5830 


RADIOLOCATION 


Amateur 


 


RADIOLOCATION 


FIXED 


MOBILE 


Amateur 


PAK32 


5830 – 5850 


RADIOLOCATION 


Amateur 


Amateur-satellite (space-to-Earth) 


 


RADIOLOCATION 


FIXED 


MOBILE 


Amateur 


Amateur-satellite (space-to-Earth) 


PAK32 


 


Recommendation 


 


As mentioned earlier, IMT-2000 and IMT-Advanced include broadband wireless access 


technologies (BWA).  Based on earlier discussion and viewing current frequency allocations it is 


clear that inclusion of 3400-4200MHz in the list of candidate bands for identification for IMT-


2000 and IMT-Advanced systems can cause severe problems to existing FSS earth stations.  


It is recommended that  


 region wide studies be intensified, in continuation of the earlier work carried out both at 


APT and ITU, to explore the possibilities and methodologies of spectrum sharing 


between BWA systems and various FSS services.   


 Practical recommendations for APT administrations should result from the study on ways 


to implement the interference mitigation and sharing schemes developed thus far. 


 Elaborate coordination mechanisms be proposed for cross border interference between 


terrestrial BWA systems operating in one country and the FSS services operating in the 


other with specific application of interference prediction procedure approved by APT in 


last management committee meeting. 


 













 


AV-COMM SATELLITE TV 
SPECIALISTS 
Established 1981 
A.B.N. 61 002 174 478 


 
 
Executive Manager 
Spectrum Planning Branch 
Australian communications and Media Authority 
PO Box 78 
Belconnen ACT 2616 
 
Dear Sir/ Madam, 
 
 


Strategies for Wireless Access Service: Spectrum Access Options 
 
 
We have recently become aware of the ACMA calls for discussion and 
requests for comment on the above subject (SPP 10/06). 
 
We wish to comment on the proposal that 3575-3710MHz could be made 
available for WAS applications in the medium term, and that the band 
3710-4200Mhz be potentially used for the same services long term. 
 
Av-Comm strongly opposes these proposals due to the serious level of 
interference that would affect existing C band satellite users. 
 
Apart from the obvious commercial and tertiary C band users (most 
international hotels in all capital cities of Australia, virtually every radio 
and television station in Australia, most Universities, colleges and many 
secondary schools) it is possible that the ACMA is unaware that, since 
1991 major vendors in the domestic satellite equipment market have sold 
over 200,000 systems in QLD, NSW Victoria and Western Australia 
(figures for South Australia, Northern territory and Tasmania were not 
readily available for inclusion in this letter). 
 
As domestic receiving stations do not require a license, there is no official 
record of these systems. 
 







So far, we estimate 60,000 systems have been affected by interference 
generated by Wi Max services operating in the 3.4Ghz bands (3.4Ghz 
lower band and 3.4Ghz upper band A & B) in Sydney and Melbourne. 
 
Commercially these licenses are held by AKAL Pty Ltd and the 
interference is caused by the operation of Unwired Australia services. As 
commercial operations expand into other areas where the relevant 
licenses are held, we expect the interference complaints to increase. 
 
The interference is caused by relatively high field strength at 3.5Ghz 
driving the C band LNB into compression. The only cure to this is the use 
on a waveguide filter to eliminate the interfering frequency prior to the 
LNB. This is an expensive exercise and is not feasible for domestic 
installations. 
 
It is interesting to note that our experience in Australia has been 
duplicated in other countries. Notably Hong Kong, Vanuatu, Fiji, and 
South America. 
 
For your reference and interest I have attached a report: “TECHNICAL 
ANALYSIS OF THE POTENTIAL FOR INTERFERENCE FROM 
TERRESTRIAL BROADBAND WIRELESS ACCESS 
TRANSMITTERS TO FIXED-SATELLITE SERVICE RECEIVE 
EARTH STATIONS IN THE BAND 3400-4200MHZ.”  
 
This report was presented to the Inter-American Telecommunications 
Commission in June 2006. 
 
I further urge you to read the Position Paper on “Interference in C band 
between Terrestrial Wireless Applications and Satellite Applications” 
recently adopted by the International Associations of the Satellite 
Communications Industry. This report is also attached to this email. 
 
The proposal that C band earth stations could be moved to areas where 
there are no WAS services is impractical and uneconomical. 
 
In our opinion, the ACMA need to act to protect existing users of C band 
services by preventing the introduction of additional WAS in the band 
3400-4200GHz. 
 
I hope you will consider the points outlined in this email. I regret the late 
reply, but we only became aware of the Discussion Paper on the day of 







the deadline. There are many other existing spectrum users who remain 
unaware of this important subject. 
 
I look forward to your consideration. If you require further information, 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
 
Garry Cratt 
 
 
 
Technical Director 
 
** Original mailed to PO Box 78 Belconnen ACT 2616 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


http://www.avcomm.com.au 
Tel: 02 9939 4377, Fax: 02 9939 4376 
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Overview of Bolivia Situation: Timeline 


On January 27, 2004, the Bolivian Superintendencia de Comunicaciones 


approved the usage of the 3.4 to 3.8 GHz band as the primary allocation for usage for the 


WiMax industry.  In May 2006, a WiMax company called Entel began conducting tests 


to check their system, causing sudden and severe satellite interference and signal 


interruption.  The Bolivian government, perhaps misunderstanding the technical aspects 


of the 3.4-3.8 Ghz band (which is primarily used for satellite signal downlink), had 


inadvertently assigned this band to dual usage.  The major problem was that the WiMax 


signal literally overpowered the satellite signals, making co-existence on the C-band 


virtually impossible.  TAP, along with the satellite industry, quickly began to mobilize 


our lobbying efforts to address this problem directly with the Bolivian government. 


If implemented, Entel’s system would have primarily affected La Paz, 


Cochabamba, and Santa Cruz.  The major Bolivian cable operator, Multivision, 


immediately asked the programmers whether the KU band or a DTH operator could be 


used instead to download the signal.  Due to technical considerations, our members 


deemed this a non-option. 


In May 2006, a meeting was held between the Bolivian cable operator Multivision 


and the Superintendencia de Comunicaciones to address this issue.  The Superintendent 


proposed a variety of technical solutions, which Multivision subsequently tried out and 


deemed unfeasible.  An analysis was done by a satellite company that indicated that the 


only way to protect satellite links in the overlapping frequency bands is to establish 


exclusion zones (of approx. several hundred kilometers each) around satellite-receiving 


earth stations.  Obviously, the WiMax companies did not like this idea, as it would create 







"dead" WiMax zones in those exclusion zones. 


Entel was set to launch its WiMax service on May 15th.  TAP worked closely 


with other industry groups to lobby the Bolivian government to halt the planned rollout 


that would have caused satellite interference.  SITTEL issued an administrative resolution 


mandating that wireless access system deployments in the 3.7-3.8 GHz band be 


suspended in the entire territory of Bolivia for a period of 90 days, so that SITTEL can 


adopt measures to solve this matter.  The resolution also instructs the spectrum-planning 


department of SITTEL to propose a new norm for channels in the 3.4-3.8 GHz band, 


which is currently being considered.  TAP members' signals continue uninterrupted in 


Bolivia. 


 








Press Release from the Government of Fiji 


 


 


Use of filters is the only solution - Minister 


Sep 19, 2005, 12:44 


 


Interference from Unwired system to the receivers of the Sky Pacific broadcast is possible 


particularly in the localities where the two services are being delivered said the Minister for 


Information, Communications and Media Relations Marieta Rigamoto. 


 


Speaking in response to complaints of distorted images and voices from subscribers of Sky 


Pacific, Mrs Rigamoto agreed that because of the sensitive form of the transmission, receivers 


can experience "front- end –blocking" from the terrestrial broadcast of the Unwired system. 


 


Sky Pacific services, she said are delivered in the C Band 3.7 –4.2 GHz and the Unwired system 


operates in the frequency bands 3.45 - 3.50 and 3.525 -3.60 GHz. 


 


And because the frequencies are so close, interference into C Band receiving terminals is to be 


expected especially from terrestrial transmissions in the frequency bands close to C Band. 


 


Both C band and the SHF band that Unwired operates on are authorised licensed bands in Fiji.  


 


The Minister said records show that licence that was issued to Fiji TV for the direct-to-home 


(DTH) pay television services they are now providing to viewers in Fiji was to operate in the KU 


Band 10.7 – 17.0 GHZ.  


 


The company however later opted to provide these services in the C Band, the Minister said. 


 


Mrs Rigamoto said the standard solution to this problem is the use of appropriate filters. 


 


She further said the Ministry is aware that generally direct- to- home television broadcast service 


of the type that is being provided by Fiji Television in the Sky Pacific are delivered in the KU 


band (10. 7 to 17. 0 GHz) and the Sky Pacific services provided to viewers in the individual 


home are delivered in the C Band. 


 


The solution, she added to the interference in the C Band from terrestrial transmissions on the 


ground is through use of filters and she has requested the Sky Pacific and Fiji Television to assist 


their subscribers in this area.  


 


-End- 


 








For information  
on 18 July 2007 


 
 


Legislative Council Panel on  
Information Technology and Broadcasting 


 
Public Consultation on  


Providing Radio Spectrum for Broadband Wireless Access 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
  This paper briefs Members on the consultation exercise launched by the 
Office of the Telecommunications Authority (OFTA) on 11 May 2007 
concerning the provision of radio spectrum for broadband wireless access 
(BWA).  The consultation period will end on 18 July 2007.  
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
2.  OFTA conducted the first consultation exercise in December 2004 on 
the proposed use of spectrum in the 3.5 GHz band for the deployment of BWA 
as well as the licensing framework for BWA.  At the Panel meeting on 
14 March 2005, OFTA briefed Members on various issues in relation to that 
consultation exercise.   
 
3.  OFTA conducted a second consultation exercise in August 2005, 
inviting views from the industry and interested parties on the proposals for the 
regulatory framework for BWA deployment.  During that consultation exercise, 
there were concerns from the industry that the 3.5 GHz band proposed for BWA 
might interfere with the existing fixed satellite services in the same band as well 
as in the adjacent bands.  OFTA subsequently conducted a detailed study which 
confirmed that such interference might indeed occur.  Having carefully 
considered the potential impact of BWA in the 3.5 GHz band to the existing 
fixed satellite services, and in the light of the spectrum policy review undertaken 
by the former Commerce, Industry and Technology Bureau (CITB) at the time, 
OFTA decided to withhold the proposed release of spectrum for BWA service 
for the time being.  


LC Paper No. CB(1)2098/06-07(01) 
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THE CONSULTATION PAPER 
 
4.  The Third Consultation Paper on Providing Radio Spectrum to provide 
Broadband Wireless Access (the Consultation Paper) released by OFTA on 
11 May 2007 is consequential to the preceding two consultation exercises 
conducted in December 2004 and August 2005.  Taking into account the views 
obtained previously as well as the outcome of the related studies, the 
Consultation Paper invites views from the industry and interested parties on the 
proposed use of the 2.3 GHz band for BWA deployment and other relevant 
issues.  In addition, the Consultation Paper also seeks expressions of interest, 
on a confidential basis, from parties who are interested in investing in BWA 
services operating in the proposed spectrum bands, with to view to assessing the 
likely market demand for spectrum for BWA, so as to assist the 
Telecommunications Authority (TA) to decide the way forward.     
 
BWA Technology 
 
5.  BWA is a wireless technology aimed at providing high-speed access to 
telecommunications networks for users over a wide area by using wireless 
technology.  There are technical standards supporting nomadic and mobile 
wireless access services.  Furthermore, fixed carriers may use BWA in 
customer access networks to provide “last mile” connections to users, alleviating 
the need to install copper wires in buildings to connect the end-users.  Thus, 
BWA can provide speedy alternative access method to those fixed carriers who 
are hiring the customer access networks of other fixed carriers through Type II 
interconnections1, thereby potentially expanding the service areas of those fixed 
networks.  In addition, BWA may also be used by fixed and mobile carriers for 
backhaul applications2 to supplement their use of physical cables from fixed 
networks to connect different network elements.   
 
6.  The Government’s vision is to facilitate the provision of broadband 
Internet access to all citizens in Hong Kong, regardless of whether they are at 
home or on the move.  The 3G networks have played significant roles in 
providing ubiquitous and high-speed connections to light weight and highly 


                                                 
1 Mandatory Type II interconnection at telephone exchange level will be phased out by June 2008, unless the 
fixed lines meet the essential facilities criteria. 
2 “Backhauls” are inter-links within a network. 
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mobile devices.  BWA provides additional capacity to support advanced 
applications and wireless Internet access to users.  We consider that the 
introduction of BWA services in Hong Kong should be conducive to the 
objective of establishing Hong Kong as a ubiquitous wireless city. 
 
Need to proceed with further BWA Consultation 
 
7.  Since a number of economies (including Australia, France, Germany, 
Japan, New Zealand, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, the UK and the US) have 
already deployed or planned to deploy BWA shortly, we consider it necessary to 
make available suitable spectrum for BWA services to address the market need 
and facilitate the introduction of new technologies and services of BWA so as to 
maintain Hong Kong’s position as a leading telecommunications hub of the Asia 
Pacific region.  
 
8.  On 24 April 2007, the former CITB issued the Radio Spectrum Policy 
Framework, which sets out the policy objectives, guiding principles and other 
key issues for the management of radio spectrum in Hong Kong.  On 
27 April 2007, the TA issued the TA Statement on “Deregulation for 
Fixed-Mobile Convergence” to conclude the views and regulatory changes that 
would be adopted as a consequence of the review in relation to fixed mobile 
convergence.  Following the issue of the above two documents, which provide 
a clear picture on the Government’s policy on the use of radio spectrum and the 
regulatory issues relevant to fixed-mobile convergence, the TA considers that it 
is opportune to resume consultation with the industry and the public on BWA 
deployment in Hong Kong. 
 
Spectrum Availability  
 
9.  According to the current market information and technology 
developments, BWA deployments in the 2.3 GHz and 2.5 GHz bands are gaining 
momentum.  Currently, the 2.5 GHz band (2.50 – 2.69 GHz) is reserved for the 
expansion of 3G mobile services in Hong Kong.  Since there are competing 
demands for different services to operate in the 2.5 GHz band and the coming 
World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC) 2007 3  will discuss the 
                                                 
3 The World Radiocommunication Conference 2007 will be held in Geneva from 15 October to 9 November 
2007.  World Radiocommunication Conferences (WRC) are international treaty-making conferences held under 
the auspices of the Radiocommunication Sector of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).  WRC 
revise and update the Radiocommunication Regulations, which govern the use of spectrum worldwide. 
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worldwide allocation of the 2.5 GHz band, it is pre-mature to consider the 
allocation in this band for BWA services for the time being.  The TA considers 
that the 2.3 GHz band (2.30 – 2.40 GHz) can be allocated for BWA applications 
in Hong Kong first. The TA will decide the allocation of 2.5GHz after the 
conclusion of the WRC 2007.   
 
10.  To avoid mutual interference between the existing services and the 
future services to be operated in the 2.3 GHz band, OFTA has assessed that 
85 MHz of spectrum within the band of 2.305 – 2.390 GHz may be deployed for 
BWA.  The TA may consider offering initially only part of the spectrum in the 
2.3 GHz band for bidding if the anticipated demand is insufficient to utilize the 
entire 2.3 GHz band efficiently, or if coordination of spectrum usage with the 
Mainland authorities results in part of the 2.3 GHz band in Hong Kong not 
initially usable due to potential radio interference. 
 
11.  Operators offering different BWA services may need different spectrum 
bandwidth and there should be flexibility on the assignment of spectrum to BWA 
operators to meet their specific commercial needs.  The TA proposes that the 
available spectrum in the 2.3 GHz band should be divided into 5 MHz width 
frequency blocks and each BWA operator should be assigned with no more than 
30 MHz bandwidth (i.e. no more than six frequency blocks).  With such a 
spectrum cap and the availability of 85 MHz bandwidth, the 2.3 GHz band can 
support at least three BWA operators.   
 
Scope of Permitted BWA Services 
 
12.  As BWA technology will further advance in the near future and as 
operators may have different preference on the scope of BWA services, the TA is 
of the preliminary view that use of the BWA spectrum to provide fixed services, 
mobile services or fixed-mobile convergence services should be allowed.  
Hence, the TA will not restrict the types of applications and services that may be 
provided using the BWA spectrum. 
 
Spectrum Assignment and Spectrum Utilisation Fee 
 
13.  According to the guiding principle specified under the Radio Spectrum 
Policy Framework, a market-based approach should be used in spectrum 
management when there are competing demands from non-government services 
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for the frequency spectrum and Spectrum Utilisation Fee (SUF) will in principle 
be applicable to all non-Government use of spectrum.  
 
14.  As the spectrum for BWA services is likely to attract demands from 
different service providers, the TA considers that the BWA spectrum should be 
assigned by a hybrid selection method similar to the auction of 3G spectrum in 
2001, with a simple pre-qualification step and an auction.  Any interested party, 
including existing fixed carriers, mobile carriers and new entrants, may bid for 
the BWA spectrum. 
 
15.  The TA has assessed different methods for SUF payment, including the 
royalty, deferred cash payment and up-front lump sum payment methods.  
Unlike the auction of 3G spectrum in 2001 when the optimistic market 
sentiment at the time pointed to very high valuation of spectrum, the market 
should be much more realistic on the prospect of BWA services when assessing 
the value of BWA spectrum.  Thus, we consider that there should be no need to 
adopt the royalty approach which allows the successful bidders to spread their 
burden of SUF over the entire duration of the licence.  Instead, the up-front 
lump sum payment method is considered to be straight forward, easier and less 
expensive for both the Government and the successful bidders to administer as 
compared with the other two payment methods.  Therefore, the TA proposes 
the adoption of such payment method for SUF, the amount of which will be 
determined through an open auction.   
 
Applicable Regulatory Framework and Licence Conditions 
 
16.  According to the TA Statement on “Deregulation for Fixed-Mobile 
Convergence”, the TA perceives that there is a real need for the Unified Carrier 
Licence (UCL) as the existing licensing regime might not be able to address the 
forthcoming convergence environment. He will recommend to the Secretary for 
Commerce and Economic Development (SCED) to make the necessary 
regulation under the Telecommunications Ordinance for the creation of the UCL.  
Since the BWA can be used for the provision of both fixed and mobile services, 
the TA intends to license BWA services under the UCL.  Subject to the 
decisions of the SCED on the creation of the UCL and the relevant legislative 
process, it is expected the UCL should be available in time for the licensing of 
BWA services.   
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17.  In order to ensure the efficient use of spectrum and minimise the 
hoarding of the spectrum, the BWA licensees will be required to roll out their 
services within 24 months from the date when the licence is issued.  Besides, 
performance bond will also be required to bind the licensees to such 
commitments. 
 
18.  At present, the 2G and 3G licensees are required under their licences to 
open up at least 30% of their network capacity for access by non-affiliated 
Mobile Virtual Network Operators or content providers.  The terms and 
conditions for this requirement are referred to as Open Network Access (ONA).  
With a large number of wireless platforms and a high degree of competition in 
the market nowadays, the TA considers the market force and economic 
principles would regulate the market efficiently.  Taking into consideration of 
the current market situation, the TA intends not to impose ONA requirement on 
BWA licensees. 
 
19.  Since number portability is crucial for customers to switch services 
from one operator to another operator, the TA considers that the number 
portability requirement should be imposed on the BWA licensees who offer 
services using Hong Kong telephone number.  Furthermore, in order to combat 
the use of stolen apparatus, a condition will also be included in the BWA licence 
such that BWA licensees should refuse to provide services to any person who 
possesses or uses a stolen or suspected stolen apparatus.    
 
 
WAY FORWARD 
 
20.  The TA will carefully consider the submissions and will take them into 
account in reaching his decision on the provision of radio spectrum for BWA.  
The auction of the BWA spectrum is tentatively planned to be conducted 
in 2008.  
 
 
 
Office of the Telecommunications Authority 
11 July 2007 
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Report of Working Group on 


Assessment of Potential Interference between  


Broadband Wireless Access Systems in the 3.4 – 3.6 GHz Band and 


Fixed Satellite Services in the 3.4 – 4.2 GHz Band 


 


 


Introduction 


 


  At the 30
th
 meeting of the Radio Spectrum Advisory Committee (RSAC), it 


was agreed to set up a Working Group (WG) to carry out further assessment of the 


potential interference of the proposed allocation for broadband wireless access (BWA) 


in the 3.4-3.6 GHz frequency band to fixed satellite service (FSS) systems based on the 


preliminary works done by OFTA
1
.  This paper presents the works of the WG. 


 


Works of the WG 


 


2.  The WG held two meetings on 27 February and 14 July 2006.  The notes of 


the meetings are given in Appendix 1.  At the second meeting of the WG, the report 


prepared by the WG on the assessment of the potential interference between BWA and 


FSS in the concerned frequency bands in Appendix 2 was discussed and accepted by all 


WG members. 


 


Way forward 


 


3.     Members are invited to note the findings of the WG, a summary of which can 


be found in paragraph 25 of the report. 


 


4.  RSAC will take into account the above works and findings of the WG when 


considering the frequency band allocation for BWA. 


 


 


Office of the Telecommunications Authority 


August 2006 


                                                 
1
 For details please see RSAC Paper 2/2006 (http://www.ofta.gov.hk/en/ad-comm/rsac/paper/rsac2-2006.pdf) 
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Appendix 1 


 


Notes of First Meeting of  


RSAC Working Group on BWA to FSS Interference  


held on 27 Feb 2006 (Mon) 2:30pm in Meeting Room 2956 of OFTA 


 


 


Participants 


 


OFTA Mr Y C Leung (Chairman) 


Mr S T Cheuk (Secretary) 


Mr Joe Ching 


AsiaSat Mr Per Hovstad 


Mr Chan Yat Hung 


APT Mr Zhang Shi Lin, Simpson 


Mr Pan Li, Power 


CSL Mr Yip King-hoi 


HGC Mr Thomas Yau (absent with apology) 


HRSA Mr Brett Graham 


NWT Mr Daniel Chu 


Mr Simon Yip 


PCCW Mr Chan Chi Kin 


Reach Mr M F Fung 


Mr H C Hung 


Star TV Mr Tsang Chi Ping 


Mr Chan Kwok Kiu 


Wharf T&T Mr Desmond Chan 


 


 


Introduction 


 


1. Mr Y C Leung welcomed all participants to attend the meeting.  He said that 


he would chair this meeting on behalf of Mr P H Ma, Chief Telecommunications 


Engineer (Advisory & Spectrum Management) of OFTA, who could not attend this 


meeting.  He explained that the purpose of this special working group (WG) set up 


under the Radio Spectrum Advisory Committee (RSAC) of OFTA was to discuss the 


details of the assumptions and methodology for evaluation of the potential interference 


from broadband wireless access (BWA) systems to fixed satellite services (FSS) in the 
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3.4 – 4.2 GHz band.  The WG would concentrate on the technical facts to make an 


objective evaluation of the concerned interference issues but would not touch on the 


decision of allocation of 3.5GHz band and regulatory issues of sharing between BWA 


and FSS in the 3.5 GHz band. 


 


 


Reference Documents 


 


2.  The participants noted and received the following documents as the basis for  


discussion and development by the WG: 


– RSAC Paper 2/2006 “Assessment of Potential Interference between 


Broadband Wireless Access Systems in the 3.4 - 3.6 GHz Band and 


Fixed Satellite Services in the 3.4 - 4.2 GHz Band” 


– Comments from AsiaSat 


– Comments from APT 


– Comments from Reach 


 


 


Review of Assumptions and Methodology for Theoretical Calculations 


 


3.  The participants agreed that the methodology used in RSAC Paper 2/2006 for 


evaluation of the BWA to FSS interference and calculation of required separation 


distances was basically sound.  The participants had however different views on the 


assumptions to be used for the calculations.  After discussion, it was agreed to make 


some revision of the assumptions and a summary was given in Annex 1.  In addition, 


NWT would provide a typical deployment scenario of BWA terminal stations (TS) for 


assessment of multiple BWA interferers on FSS. [Action : NWT]   


 


4.  As a specific case for detailed assessment of protection from BWA, APT 


would provide the technical parameters of the TTC&M earth station antennae at Tai Po 


to OFTA for calculation purpose.  [Action : APT] 


 


 


Field Test 


 


5.  OFTA expected to set up the test equipment in the week of 6 March at the 


Radio Monitoring Unit (RMU) in Kwun Tong for a field test.  OFTA would send a 


proposed test plan for comments by the participants. [Post meeting note: OFTA sent all 
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participants a preliminary test plan for comment on 6 March and had arranged a 


discussion on site at the RMU on 7 March to explain the test set up].  The objective 


of this test was mainly to obtain inputs from the industry on the test configuration, test 


method and measurement parameters based on previous testing conducted by OFTA.  


Subject to the comments on the test plan and the completion of set up, OFTA would 


inform the participants on the exact dates of the test so that they might consider 


participation in the test. [Action: OFTA]. 


 


6.  Apart from the above field test for general FSS systems, OFTA would also 


consider a testing arrangement to confirm any potential interference to the APT’s 


TTC&M stations at Tai Po. [Action: OFTA] 


 


 


Next Meeting 


 


7.  The next meeting will be held after the field test mentioned in paragraph 5 


have been conducted. 


 


 


 


 


Office of the Telecommunications Authority  


February 2006 
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Annex 1 


 


 Original Assumptions Revised Assumptions 


BWA System 


Characteristics 
4W EIRP / 3.5 MHz 


3 sectors per system 


4W EIRP / 3.5 MHz for CS 


2W EIRP / 3.5 MHz for TS 


6 sectors per system 


 
Aggregated BWA 


Interference 
Total EIRP in 28 MHz based on 


a 3 sector system for CS only 


To cater for both CS and TS based 


on revised BWA system 


characteristics.   


[Configuration of TS deployment to 


be proposed.] 


 
Near Field 


Assumptions 
Based on formula used in FCC 


OET Bulletin 65 (Aug 1997) : 


R = D
2
 / 4λ 


Far field formula will be used for 


calculation of received power by 


FSS, with special notes for possible 


adjustment required for short 


distances falling into near field 


region 


 
FSS antenna pattern Based on ITU-R SF.1486 Based on ITU-R BO.1213 


 
FSS antenna 


elevation angle 
57 degrees A typical low elevation angle for 


C-band reception in Hong Kong will 


also be considered 


 
Allowable In-band 


interference 
Based on ITU-R SF.1486, 


allowable interference (I) is 


calculated by : 


I = kTB ⋅ (∆T/T), where 


T = 114.8 K 


∆T/T = 10% 


i.e. 


I = -166 dBW / 153.6 kHz 


 = -217.9 dBW/Hz 


1. For worst case calculations, 


allowable interference (I) is based 


on ITU-R S.1432 : 


I = kTB ⋅ (∆T/T), where 


T = 100 K 


∆T/T = 6% 


i.e. 


I = -169 dBW / 153.6 kHz 


 = -220.8 dBW/Hz 


 


2. For specific FSS systems, actual 


received power and C/I required 


should be taken into account 


 
Site Shielding 30 dB / 40 dB at receiving site 


for in-band calculations 


An assumption of no site shielding 


scenario at receiving sites would 


also be considered in the in-band 


interference calculations.. 


 
Mobile BWA Assumed to be street level or 


in-door operation, so have little 


impact 


Notes will be made on the likely 


deployment scenario of mobile BWA 


and impact on the feasibility of 


coexistence between BWA & FSS 
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Notes of Second Meeting of  


RSAC Working Group on BWA to FSS Interference  


held on 14 July 2006 (Fri) 10:00am in Meeting Room 2956 of OFTA 


 


 


Participants 


 


OFTA Mr P H Ma (Chairman) 


Mr Y C Leung 


Mr S T Cheuk (Secretary) 


AsiaSat Mr Barry Turner 


Mr Per Hovstad 


Mr Chan Yat Hung 


APT Mr Zhang Shi Lin, Simpson 


Mr Pan Li, Power 


CSL Mr Yip King-hoi 


HRSA Mr Brett Graham 


NWT Mr Karl Tsah 


Mr Simon Yip 


PCCW Mr Chan Chi Kin 


Reach Mr Hing-Chu Hung 


Mr Hon-Chung Poon 


Star TV Mr Tsang Chi Ping 


Mr Billy Chung 


Wharf T&T Mr Desmond Chan 


 


Observers 


 


Time Warner Mr Alvin Lee 


 


 


Introduction 


 


1.  The Chairman welcomed all parties present to this meeting. 


 


Notes of Last Meeting 


 


2.  As no comments were received on the notes of the last meeting, they were 


confirmed without amendment. 
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Matters Arising 


 


3.  In relation to the action points arising from the last meeting, Mr S T Cheuk 


advised that OFTA had conducted a further assessment based on a set of revised 


technical assumptions and deployment scenario recommended by members of this WG. 


In particular, he reported the following progress:  


 


(a) Paragraph 3 of last meeting notes – NWT had provided some 


information on the typical deployment scenario and technical 


characteristics of BWA equipment to OFTA.  The latest assessment had 


been carried out based on such information provided by NWT for the 


BWA equipment 


 


(b) Paragraph 4 of last meeting notes – APT had provided the radiation 


pattern of their TT&C earth station antennae at Tai Po to OFTA.  The 


information had been used in the assessment of in-band interference by 


BWA equipment to the concerned earth stations of APT 


 


(c) Paragraph 5 of last meeting notes – OFTA had carried out a field test on 


BWA interference causing saturation problem to a TVRO system at the 


site of OFTA’s Radio Monitoring Unit (RMU) during 6 – 10 April.  The 


test was participated by representatives of AsiaSat, STAR, Reach and 


NWT 


 


(d) Paragraph 6 of last meeting notes – OFTA had carried out a joint test 


with APT on in-band interference from BWA equipment to APT’s earth 


stations at Tai Po on 29 June. 


 


Draft Report on Further Assessment of BWA Interference to FSS 


 


4.  Mr S T Cheuk presented a draft document on “Report on Further Assessment 


for Potential Interference of Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) in 3.4 – 3.6 GHz 


Band to Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) in 3.4 – 4.2 GHz Band”.  The latest assessment 


had taken into account : 


� The revised technical assumptions as input by the WG members in the 


last meeting 


� Additional comments received by OFTA from other industry parties in 


response to the RSAC Paper 2/2006 


� The results of the field test on 6 – 10 April for the saturation problem 


� The results of the field test on 29 June for the in-band interference to 
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APT’s earth stations 


 


5.  Mr Barry Turner of AsiaSat welcomed the draft report and commended 


OFTA for being the first administration to undertake such rigorous assessment 


including field tests on the actual impact of BWA on FSS services.  He added that 


although adding filter at the FSS receiver front end could help to reduce the 


interference power, it was not a satisfactory solution due to: 


� difficulty to retrofit filter in some cases (e.g. some tracking antennae), 


unless with redesign of at the feed assembly at  high cost. Reach 


representatives also supported this position. 


� possible degrade of reception performance due to losses in the filter and 


introduction  of other problems such as degraded group delay 


� unavailability of quality filters at affordable price in the mass market.  


 


6.  Mr Brett Graham pointed out that the off-the-shelf filters used in the tests 


were supposed to be designed for suppressing interference from radar signals in North 


America and were not optimised for dealing with BWA interference.  He opined that 


adding filter usually caused problems (e.g. intermodulation products) rather than 


offering solution. 


 


7.  Reach considered that some scenarios in the field tests might fall into the 


near-field region and the results might not match those calculations based on far-field 


formulae. OFTA pointed out that in the last meeting, it was agreed to use far-field 


formulae in the assessment model while noting that adjustments might be needed for 


the near-field results.  Members confirmed that the approach was acceptable. 


 


8.  NWT questioned the feasibility of having a database of FSS receivers for the 


purpose of coordinating BWA installations. OFTA advised that information required 


for such database was not readily available from OFTA as some receivers, for example, 


TVRO did not require licensing. Members noted the difficulties in setting up and 


maintaining such database. 


 


9.  All parties agreed to accept the draft assessment report.  OFTA welcomed 


members to give further comments on the draft report in writing to OFTA within one 


week. [Post meeting note: no comment was received from members.] 


[Action: All] 


 


 


Way Forward 
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10.  The Chairman thanked members for their contribution to the interference 


assessment and field tests.  He said that the WG would submit the “Report on Further 


Assessment for Potential Interference of Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) in 3.4 – 


3.6 GHz Band to Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) in 3.4 – 4.2 GHz Band” to the 


Chairman of the RSAC for consideration. 


 


 


 


Office of the Telecommunications Authority  


July 2006 
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Appendix 2 


 


RSAC Working Group Report 


 


Assessment of Potential Interference between 


Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) in 3.4 – 3.6 GHz Band and 


Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) in 3.4 – 4.2 GHz Band 


 


 


Introduction 


 


A preliminary assessment on the interference problems caused by the 


proposed deployment of BWA in the 3.4 – 3.6 GHz band (“3.5 GHz band”) to FSS 


systems in 3.4 – 4.2 GHz band was conducted by the Office of the 


Telecommunications Authority (OFTA) and presented in the Radio Spectrum Advisory 


Committee (RSAC) in February 20061.  As a result of further assessment on the 


subject carried out by a Working Group (WG) (see list of members in Annex 1) 


established under the RSAC, the latest findings are presented in this report. 


 


 


Technical Assumptions 


 


2  In the preliminary assessment of OFTA in RSAC Paper 2/2006, OFTA has 


used a number of technical assumptions for the calculations of the required separation 


distances between the BWA equipment and FSS receivers operating in the concerned 


frequency bands to avoid interference.  Taking into consideration the comments of 


the RSAC members and other industry parties2, OFTA has revised the technical 


assumptions.  The revised assumptions are given in the following paragraphs 3 – 15 


and a comparison with the previous assumptions is summarised in Annex 2. 


 


 


A. BWA System Parameters 


 


3.  The BWA system parameters are based on a typical configuration of BWA 


                                                 
1 For details please see RSAC Paper 2/2006 “Assessment of Potential Interference between Broadband Wireless 
Access Systems in the 3.4 - 3.6 GHz Band and Fixed Satellite Services in the 3.4 - 4.2 GHz Band” 
(http://www.ofta.gov.hk/en/ad-comm/rsac/paper/rsac2-2006.pdf). 
2 Comments have been received on the RSAC Paper 2/2006 from the WiMAX Forum (see paragraph 24) and 
two suppliers of BWA equipment. 



http://www.ofta.gov.hk/en/ad-comm/rsac/paper/rsac2-2006.pdf
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deployment proposed by the industry.  The technical parameters of the BWA system 


used for the calculation are given in Table 1. 


 


 


 


 


Table 1 – BWA System Parameters 


Transmitting frequency  3500 MHz 


Mode of operation TDD 


Channel bandwidth  7 MHz 


Total bandwidth per operator 21 MHz 


Central Station  


– Maximum transmitter e.i.r.p 8W (39 dBm) 


– TDD downlink traffic percentage for CS 50% 


– Frequency bandwidth used per CS 21 MHz 


– CS antenna Directional 


– No. of sectors per CS 6 (6 x 60°) 


– Frequency used per sector 7 MHz (frequency reuse for opposite 


sectors in a CS) 


– Cell radius of coverage 0.5 – 1.2 km (mean is 0.85 km) 


Terminal Station  


– Maximum transmitter e.i.r.p 4W (36 dBm) for Outdoor TS 


1W (30 dBm) for Indoor TS 


– TDD uplink traffic percentage for TS 50% 


– TS antenna Directional 


– No. of TS supported by each CS 1500 


– No. of TS supported by each sector 250 


 


 


4.  In order to consider the aggregated interference which may be generated by 


multiple central stations (CS) and terminal stations (TS) of BWA on a FSS system, a 


number of assumptions are further made as follows in Table 2 to derive the maximum 


number of BWA transmitters which may affect a FSS system.  It should be noted that 


the following scenario has been assumed in the calculation of the aggregated 


interference: 


 


(a) The TS are assumed to be deployed at fixed locations; 
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(b) The majority of TS will be indoor TS (99%) and the rest is outdoor TS 


(1%); 


 


(c) Owing to the relatively weak level of emission by indoor TS compared 


with outdoor TS and CS, only those indoor TS located within 100m of 


the FSS would be considered3; 


 


(d) Owing to directional antenna used by TS, only those TS pointing at the 


front of a FSS (assumed to be 50% of total TS) will be considered; and 


 


(e) Owing to the possible installations of TS in varying heights of different 


buildings which might not have direct line of sight with a target FSS 


system, only those TS having an elevation higher than the FSS (assumed 


to be 50% of total TS) will be considered; 


 


(f) Under the worst case scenario of multiple CS and TS affecting a single 


FSS system, the CS are assumed to be pointing directly at the front of 


the FSS antenna while the TS are assumed to be pointing at the rear of 


the FSS antenna. 


 


 


Table 2 – Multiple BWA Transmitters Affecting a FSS System 


Maximum number of BWA operators 6 


Central Station  


– Maximum number of CS affecting FSS per sector 6 


Terminal Station  


– Percentage of Outdoor TS 1 % 


– Maximum no. of Outdoor TS affecting FSS per sector (1 % x 250 x 50% x 50%) 


x 6 = 4 


– Percentage of Indoor TS 99 % 


– Maximum no. of Indoor TS affecting FSS per sector 


(within 100m in a 60° sector of 0.85km) 


(99 % x 250 x ratio of 


100m circle to 0.85km 


sector x 50% x 50%) x 6  


= 31 


 


                                                 
3 The required separation distance between a single indoor TS and a FSS system has been calculated to be 
within 50m.  For assessment of multiple interferers scenario, only those indoor TS within 100m are considered 
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B. FSS System Parameters 


 


5.  The typical FSS system receiving C-band signals which might be affected by 


the BWA transmission is assumed to have the characteristics as summarised in Table 3. 


 


Table 3 – FSS System Characteristics 


Frequency band 3.4 - 4.2 GHz 


Channel bandwidth 36 MHz 


Noise temperature 100 K 


On-axis antenna gain 35.5 dBi (based on ITU-R BO.1213) 


Reference antenna pattern Based on ITU-R BO.1213 


– Off-axis sidelobe gain 29-25logφ


and flat at -5 dBi (22.9°<φ<70°) 


and 0 dBi (70°<φ<180°) 


– For multiple TS, antenna gain is 


assumed to be 0 dBi 


Elevation angle for reception Typical elevation angles for satellite TV 


reception in local urban areas: 


(a) high elevation – 62.6° 


(b) low elevation – 40.1° 


 


 


C. Interference Criteria 


 


(1)  In-band Interference 


 


6.  Based on Recommendation ITU-R S.1432, an interference-to-noise ratio (I/N) 


of -12.2 dB is taken which means that the interference corresponds to 6% of the 


satellite system noise.  Therefore, assuming that the system noise is the thermal noise 


floor calculated by the formula kBT, the maximum allowable in-band interference 


( Iinband ) under the worst case scenario is given by: 


 


  Iinband = N + (I/N) dBW = [10*log(kTB) – 12.2] dBW  


 


  where k = Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 x 10E-23) 


  T = 100 K 


B = 36 MHz 
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Hence Iinband = [-133 – 12.2 ] dBW / 36 MHz = - 220.8 dBW/Hz 


 


7.  The above worst case criteria should only apply where the received carrier 


power (C) and the required carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N) for a specific FSS system is 


unknown.  However, for evaluation of in-band interference to a specific FSS system 


where the operating parameters are known, the maximum allowable in-band 


interference can be derived from the received carrier signal level at the FSS system (C) 


and the required carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N) necessary to maintain acceptance 


performance4 as follows: 


 


  Iinband = C - (C/N) + (I/N) dBW = [C – (C/N) – 12] dBW 


 


(2) FSS Receiver Saturation 


 


8.  Based on the inputs of the local industry, the maximum level of interference 


signal (Ioverload) which may be allowed at the FSS frontend receiver before saturation or 


overload occurs is taken to be 


 


Ioverload  =  – 60 dBm. 


 


 


D. Out-of-band Emissions from BWA 


 


9.  Assuming that large frequency separation will be achieved between the 


operating frequencies of BWA and FSS, the out-of-band emissions should be those 


unwanted emissions in the spurious domain.  According to the standard document 


ETSI EN 301 3905, the concerned emission limits at the transmitter antenna port for 


CS and TS are respectively -80 dBW/MHz and -70 dWB/MHz.  However, for 


specific deployment scenarios to improve coexistence of adjacent frequency blocks, 


the document ECC Rec (04)056 recommends a limit of -89 dBW/MHz beyond the 


block edge for CS which can be achieved by filtering at the transmitter.  Based on the 


European emission limits as given and making assumptions about the antenna 


                                                 
4 See NTIA Report TR-99-361 on “Technical Characteristics of Radiolocation Systems Operating in the 3.1 – 
3.7 GHz Band and Procedures for Assessing EMC with Fixed Earth Stations Receivers”, p.14 
 
5 See ETSI EN 301 390 “Fixed Radio Systems; Point-to-point and Multipoint Systems; Spurious emissions and 
receiver immunity limits at equipment / antenna port of Digital Fixed Radio Systems”. 
6 See ECC Recommendation (04)05 “Guidelines for Accommodation and Assignment of Multipoint Fixed 
Wireless Systems in Frequency Bands 3.4-3.6 GHz and 3.6–3.8 GHz”. 
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characteristics of the BWA transmitters, the following limits for out-of-band emissions 


from the BWA system are derived and applied for the calculations of separation 


distances. 


 


 


Table 4 – Unwanted emission limits for BWA 


Antenna gain 18 dBi 


(a) Unwanted emission (antenna port) -80 dBW / MHz 


Unwanted emission (EIRP) -62 dBW / MHz 


(b) Unwanted emission with filter (antenna port) -89 dBW / MHz 


CS 


Unwanted emission with filter (EIRP) -71 dBW / MHz 


Antenna gain 15 dBi 


Unwanted emission (antenna port) -70 dBW / MHz 


Outdoor TS 


Unwanted emission (EIRP) -55 dBW / MHz 


Antenna gain 8 dBi 


Unwanted emission (antenna port) -70 dBW / MHz 


Indoor TS 


Unwanted emission (EIRP) -62 dBW / MHz 


 


 


E. Propagation Models and Formulae Used 


 


(1) Far Field Formula 


 


10.  There are comments from the industry that BWA transmission near an FSS 


antenna may fall into the near-field region where the radio propagation may exhibit 


differences from the far field region.  As agreed by the RSAC WG, it is considered 


that only far-field formula will be used for the calculation of the interference signal 


level for the sake of simplicity, while measurement results should be referred for 


verification of the calculation results, in particular, for interference source located 


closely to the FSS antenna. 


 


(2) Path Loss 


 


11.  The propagation of interference signal from a BWA system to a FSS system 


is based on a clear-air line-of-sight model based on Recommendation ITU-R P.452.  


The path loss LBWA(d ) is calculated by the following formula : 


 


LBWA(d )  =  92.5  +  20 log ( f )  +  20 log (d)  +  Ah  dB 
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where  


(i) f  :  frequency of signal (GHz),  


(ii) d : the distance (km), and  


(iii) Ah : the clutter loss (dB), which is taken to be 0 dB for free air 


propagation and 18.5 dB for dense urban areas 


 


12.  For indoor TS, an excess path loss of 15 dB will be taken to account for 


building penetration and non-optimal installation locations7. 


 


(3) Received Interference Power 


 


13.  Based on the Recommendation ITU-R SF.1486, the interference power ( I ) 


received by a FSS system from a BWA system is given by: 


I  =  e.i.r.p.
BWA


  –  LBWA(d )  +  G
VS


( αααα)  –  R  dBW 


where: 


(i) e.i.r.p.
BWA


 :  off-axis e.i.r.p. from the BWA antenna (dBW).    


For considering worst case situation, a maximum gain is assumed for 


the BWA antenna . 


(ii) LBWA(d ) :  path loss between the FSS and BWA (dB) 


which is calculated by the formula in paragraph 12. 


(iii) G
VS


 ( αααα) : FSS station off-axis antenna receiving gain (dBi) 


(iv) R   : the isolation from the site shielding (dB) 


 which is taken as 0 dB, 30 dB and 40dB for evaluation purpose. 


 


14.  In the case of FSS receiver saturation, a bandpass filter may be used as one 


remedy measure to reduce the BWA interference signal presented to the RF input of 


the FSS receiver.  If such a filter is added, the above interference power ( I ) will be 


adjusted by an attenuation of the filter (taken to be 10 dB) outside its passband at the 


concerned transmission frequency of the BWA. 


 


(4) Calculation of Required Protection Distance 


 


15.  From the formulae in paragraphs 13 and 14, the required separation distance 


                                                 
7 The 15 dB loss figure for indoor TS is based on the document “WiMAX Deployment Considerations for Fixed 
Wireless Access in the 2.5 GHz and 3.5 GHz Licensed Bands” (June 2005) issued by the WiMAX Forum 
(http://www.wimaxforum.org/news/downloads/DeploymentConsiderations_White_PaperRev_1_4.pdf). 



http://www.wimaxforum.org/news/downloads/DeploymentConsiderations_White_PaperRev_1_4.pdf
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(d) between a BWA system and a FSS system to avoid interference is given by : 


 


20log(d) = – I + e.i.r.p.
BWA


 – 92.5 – 20log( f ) – Ah  + GVS
( αααα) – R 


 


when the interference power ( I ) is equal to the threshold interference criteria given in 


paragraphs 6 and 8. 


 


 


Results of Theoretical Calculations 


 


16.  Using the revised technical assumptions as stated above, the required 


separation distances between the BWA and FSS systems in the 3.5 GHz have been 


re-calculated for the following three interference scenarios: 


 


(a) Signals from BWA to FSS causing in-band interference 


(b) Signals from BWA to FSS causing FSS receiver saturation 


(c) Out-of-band emissions from BWA to FSS causing in-band interference 


 


17.  A comparison of the calculations of the revised assumptions with those based 


on the original assumptions is given in Annex 3.  The latest results based on the 


revised assumptions are summarised as follows: 


 


(a) In-band interference 


 


For a single BWA CS, the required separation distance is of the order 


of 0.7 km and 2.1 km respectively if isolation loss of 40 dB and 30 dB 


can be achieved by suitable shielding arrangement at the FSS site.  If 


no shielding loss is assumed, the required separation can be up to a 


maximum of 66.5 km.   The latest calculated values are larger than 


the original values due to more stringent in-band interference criteria 


used.  In practice, the required separation distance to protect specific 


FSS systems should be less than these worst case figures and it would 


depend on the geographical and operating characteristics of the specific 


FSS system.8 


 


(b) FSS receiver saturation 


                                                 
8  For example, by taking the acceptance interference to be 25% of the FSS receiving system noise, the required 
separation distance to protect the C-band reception of APT Satellite at Tai Po is about 8.5 km.  See also 
paragraphs 21-23. 
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Under a worst case scenario of multiple CS and TS affecting a single 


FSS system, the required separation distances9 between the BWA 


systems have been worked out for different number of BWA operators 


(n).   The required distances are 1220 / 1010 metres (n = 6 / 4, 


without filter) operators of BWA) if no protection measures are 


implemented.  If a bandpass filter giving 10 dB attenuation of the 


BWA signal is added before the low noise block (LNB) 


down-converter of the FSS system, the separation distance is about 


560 / 520 metres (n = 6 / 4, with filter).  The required separation is 


larger than the previous calculated values based on the original 


assumptions (380m for n = 6) due to more conservative assumptions 


(additional interference from TS, higher gain for off-axis direction of 


FSS receiving antenna) proposed by the industry. 


 


(c) Out-of-band emissions 


 


Under the same worst case scenario of multiple CS and TS, the 


required separation distance between the BWA systems and FSS 


system is about 2275 / 1945 metres (n = 6 / 4) for normal BWA 


equipment conforming to the ETSI standards.  The required 


separation distance is much larger than the previous calculation values 


(260m for n = 6) due to more stringent in-band interference criteria, 


higher level of out-of-band emissions for the standard CS equipment, 


and additional interference from TS equipment (in particular from 


outdoor TS).  Unlike the above overload problem for FSS receiver, 


no filtering solution can be implemented at the FSS end.  The 


problem can only be reduced by reducing the interference signals 


emitted from the BWA end.  If additional filtering can be 


implemented at the BWA CS to lower the unwanted emission level and 


outdoor TS are prohibited, the separation distances can be reduced to 


580 / 475 metres (n = 6 /4). 


 


18.  By adopting the new set of assumptions as proposed by the WG, the required 


separation distances to avoid the above three kinds of interference problems are 


generally increased.  In particular, it is noted that the out-of-band emission problem, 


                                                 
9 The concerned separation distance should be observed for the deployment of central stations and outdoor 
terminal stations. 
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which has not been found to be a significant issue in the last assessment, has turned 


out to be as serious as the saturation problem under the latest scenarios of analysis. 


 


Results of Field Test 


 


19.  OFTA arranged a field test during 6 – 10 April at the Radio Monitoring Unit 


(RMU) to measure the BWA interference on a Television Receive Only (TVRO) 


system receiving C-band satellite TV signals.  The effect of adding a LNB filter to 


tackle the saturation problem was also assessed.  The test arrangement was basically 


similar to the previous one conducted by OFTA in January 2006 for the preliminary 


assessment.  However, the measurement methods were adjusted based on the 


comments received from the WG members on the test plan.  Representatives of four 


companies10 participated in the concerned test.   


 


20.  The details of this field test are described in Annex 4.  The results of this test 


participated by the industry were found to be basically similar to the first one 


conducted by OFTA in January 2006.  A comparison of the measurement results of 


the two tests are summarised in Table 1 of Annex 4. 


 


 


Protection of Existing Earth Stations 


 


21.  Apart from the above general cases, OFTA has also applied the above 


assumptions and calculations to assess the impact of the proposed allocation for BWA 


in 3.5 GHz to one specific case of the telemetry, testing and command (TT&C) earth 


stations of APT Satellite Limited at Tai Po Industrial Estate.  Using the actual 


operating characteristics of the earth stations and a revised interference criterion as 


agreed with APT11, the required separation distances to avoid in-band interference 


have been calculated to be 0.27 km / 8.5 km for the cases of 30 dB / 0 dB shielding 


loss and a clutter loss of 18.5 dB. 


 


22.  Assuming that it is not feasible to implement shielding arrangement at the 


sites of the TTC&M stations to block BWA interference signals, it is then considered 


that a separation distance of up to 8.5 km may be needed.  A field test has been 


carried out with APT and verified that BWA transmission from a distance of 5 km (at 


Ma On Shan area) will not cause unacceptable interference to the TT&C stations at Tai 


                                                 
10 AsiaSat, STAR, Reach and NWT participated in the field test during 6-10 April 2006. 
11 APT agreed to take the acceptance interference to be 25% of the FSS receiving system noise.  Using this 
assumption, the maximum in-band interference level is worked out to be  Iinband = - 212.9 dBW/Hz. 
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Po if the BWA transmitter is not pointing directly with line-of-sight at the earth 


stations.  The details of the field test are given in Annex 5. 


 


23.  The assessment for APT’s case shows that for protection of an existing 


licensed earth station, a coordination zone of several kilometres will need to be set up 


around the earth station.   To prevent harmful interference of BWA to the earth 


station, installation of any BWA stations within the coordination zone would be 


allowed only if they do not cause harmful interference to the earth station12.  The 


distance of the coordination zone need to be worked out on case-by-case basis. 


 


 


Inputs From WiMAX Forum 


 


24.  OFTA has also received some feedback from the WiMAX Forum regarding 


our preliminary assessments on the BWA interference issue in RSAC Paper 2/2006.  


The WiMAX Forum mentioned that similar issues have arisen in a number of 


territories and it has created a focused team within its Regulatory Working Group 


(RWG) to bring specific expertise to address the problem.  In the mean time, the 


Satellite Task Group within the RWG has suggested the similar solutions of LNB filter 


to prevent FSS receiver saturation and filtering at BWA CS to reduce out-of-band 


emission.  It has also suggested that if earth stations are registered, then some 


co-ordination guidelines with BWA systems can be established and co-existence may 


be feasible through positioning of BWA central stations and using advanced 


characteristics of WiMAX such as beam steering antennas which can null out 


interference in known directions.  However, this solution could be costly if there are 


already a large number of earth stations (e.g. SMATV, VSAT, TVRO systems) already 


in existence due to massive on-going coordination efforts required in our situation.   


 


 


Summary 


 


25.  According to the latest assessment, the potential interference issues of the 


proposed allocation of BWA in the 3.5 GHz band to the existing FSS working in the 


3.4 – 4.2 GHz band are summarised as follows: 


 


(a) In-band Interference Problem 


                                                 
12 For example, the BWA stations may be installed if they are not pointing in the direction of the TTC&M 
stations or there is sufficient natural shielding to reduce the interference signals. 
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Interference will be caused by BWA to FSS systems working in the same 


frequencies.  This problem has been well known and explained in the 


two previous consultation papers on BWA.  For protection of existing 


licensed earth stations, assessment needs to be done on a case-by-case 


basis.  From the results of an assessment done for the earth stations of 


APT in Tai Po, a separation distance of several kilometres is required in 


practice.  Therefore, it can be deduced that coexistence of BWA and 


FSS in the urban areas is infeasible; 


 


(b) Saturation Problem 


 


Interference from BWA in the 3.5 GHz to satellite reception in the 


adjacent C band frequencies (3.6 – 4.2 GHz) will occur, mainly due to 


the strong terrestrial BWA signals causing saturation of FSS receivers.  


Although a number of technical solutions (e.g. filter, shielding etc) may 


be available in principle to minimize / overcome the problem, the most 


practical one is add a bandpass filter in front of the FSS receiver.  With 


this solution and assuming 4 operators are licensed with 4 x 21 MHz 


blocks assigned in 3.4-3.5 MHz, a separation distance of 520 metres is 


required between BWA and FSS stations according to the latest 


calculations.  For those FSS receiver without implementing filter 


solution, a separation distance of 1 km would be required.  


 


(c) Out-of-band Emission Problem 


 


The out-of-band emissions from BWA to FSS can be as serious as the 


saturation problem.  Assuming the same scenario of 4 BWA operators 


as in (b) and that normal BWA equipment with out-of-band emissions 


conforming to European standards are deployed, a separation distance of 


1.95 km would be required.  If additional filtering can be implemented 


at the BWA central stations to reduce the unwanted emission levels and 


the use of outdoor BWA terminal stations is prohibited, the distance may 


be shortened to 475 metres. 


 


 


Technical Constraints on Deployment of BWA in 3.5 GHz Band 
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26.  According to the assessment results, if BWA should be allocated to work in 


the 3.5 GHz band on a primary basis, the following technical constraints should be 


observed for coexistence of both BWA and FSS in the territory: 


 


(a) BWA equipment within an area of several kilometers around existing 


licensed earth station operating in the same frequencies may cause 


interference to the latter.  BWA operators shall carry out careful 


coordination on a case-by-case basis such that harmful in-band 


interference will not be caused to these earth stations; 


 


(b) To overcome interference due to the saturation and out-of-band emission 


problems which may potentially affect all FSS systems working in the 


standard C-band (3.6 – 4.2 GHz), BWA equipment shall be separated 


from FSS systems by up to 2 km if  no mitigation measures are 


implemented; 


 


(c) To reduce the separation between BWA working in 3.5 GHz and FSS 


working in 3.6 – 4.2 GHz to a more manageable distance of 0.5 km, the 


following measures are required : 


 


� A LNB bandpass filter13 need to be retrofitted at an interfered FSS 


system 


� Additional filtering need to be implemented at BWA central station 


to reduce out-of-band emission to not exceeding -89 dBW/MHz 


� Outdoor BWA terminal stations need to be prohibited 


 


(d) If the separation distance and proposed measures in (c) are considered 


acceptable, a register of FSS systems need to be set up.  BWA operators 


shall check the register to identify any nearby FSS systems, observe the 


separation distance and comply with other coordination guidelines (to be 


developed) for installation of BWA stations; 


 


(e) Protection by separation distance is only meaningful for fixed access but 


not for mobile access.  If there is no practical solution that can be 


identified to prevent the risk of interference by mobile BWA stations to 


FSS systems, the former will need to be prohibited. 


 


                                                 
13 The unit cost of a LNB filter is estimated to be about HK$ 4,000. 
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Conclusion 


 


27.  Based on the assessments made in this report, there are interference problems 


caused by the proposed allocation of BWA in the 3.5 GHz band to the reception of 


satellite signals by FSS systems in 3.4 – 4.2 GHz band.  For the coexistence of the 


two services in the same territory, some technical constraints must be observed (see 


paragraph 26).   The technical constraints would imply significant costs to be 


incurred by both BWA operators and FSS users and they may make it difficult for a 


wide and cost-effective deployment of BWA systems in a small place like Hong Kong. 


 


28.  Finally, OFTA has noted that the concerned interference problems have been 


increasingly reported in other places outside Hong Kong and have been brought to the 


attention of industry organisation like the WiMAX Forum.  OFTA will monitor the 


developments of any practical solutions which would emerge in making the decision 


on whether to allocate the 3.5 GHz band for BWA service. 


 


 


 


 


Office of the Telecommunications Authority 


July 2006 
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Annex 2 


 


Comparison of Technical Assumptions for Calculations of BWA Interference 


 


 Original Assumptions New Assumptions 


1. BWA System 
Characteristics 


– Frequency assignment per 
operator is 28 MHz (14 MHz x 
2) based on FDD and 3.5 MHz 
channel 


– 4W EIRP (36 dBm) per 3.5 
MHz channel 


– 3 sectors per central station (CS) 
– TS assumed to be same power 


as CS 
 


(a) Frequency assignment per operator is 
21 MHz based on TDD and 7 MHz 
channel 


 
(b) Central Station (CS) 
– 8W EIRP (39 dBm) per 7 MHz 


channel 
– Directional antenna used 
– 6 sectors per CS and frequency used 


per sector is 7 MHz 
– 50% emission time for TDD 
– Cell radius for each sector assumed to 


be 0.5 – 1.2 km (mean 0.85 km) 
 
(c) Terminal Station (TS) 
– Maximum 1500 users per base station 


or 250 users per sector 
– Maximum 4W EIRP (36 dBm) for 


outoor TS 
– Maximum 1 W (30 dBm) EIRP for 


indoor TS 
– Directional antenna used 
– 99% users served by indoor TS 
– 1% users served by outdoor TS 
– 50% emission time for TDD 
– Penetration loss for indoor TS is 15 dB 


(or 1/32 power leaked outdoor) 
– 50% cases of TS assumed in front of 


FSS may be ignored 
– 50% cases of TS assumed at lower 


elevation than FSS may be ignored 
 


2. Aggregation 
of BWA 
Interference 


Total interference EIRP from CS per 
sector for 6 operators: 
= 28 MHz /3/2 x 4W/3.5 MHz x 6 
= 32 W (45 dBm) 


(a) For CS 
– Maximum number of CS per section is 


(21 MHz / 7 MHz / 3 x 6) or 6 CS per 
sector 


 
(b) For Outdoor TS  
– Maximum number of TS per sector is 


(250 x 1% x 50% x 50% x 6) or 4 per 
sector 


 
(c) For Indoor TS 
– TS outside a distance of 100m from 


FSS may be ignored (since separation 
distance for 1 single TS is less than 
50m) 


– Maximum number of TS per sector is 
(250 x 99% x area of 100m radius 
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 Original Assumptions New Assumptions 


circle / area of 0.85 km radius sector x 
50% x 50% x 6) or 31 per sector 


 
(d) Worst case scenario is evaluated by 


aggregation of interference from : 
– multiple CS in front of FSS based on 


(a) 
– multiple outdoor TS behind FSS based 


on (b) 
– multiple indoor TS behind FSS based 


on (c) 
 


3. Near Field 
Assumptions 


Based on formula used in FCC OET 
Bulletin 65 (Aug 1997) : 


R = D2 / 4λ 


Far field formula will be used for 
calculation of received power by FSS, with 
special notes for possible adjustment 
required for short distances falling into near 
field region 
 


4. FSS antenna 
pattern 


Based on ITU-R SF.1486 


Off-axis sidelobe gain 32-25logφand 


flat at -10 dBi (>48°) 


Based on ITU-R BO.1213 


– Off-axis sidelobe gain 29-25logφand 


flat at -5 dBi (22.9°<φ<70°) and 0 dBi 


(70°<φ<180°) 


 


5. FSS antenna 
elevation 
angle 


57 degrees Typical elevation angles for satellite TV 
reception in local urban areas : 


(a) High elevation – 62.6° (AsiaSat 2) 


(b) Low elevation – 40.1° (Apstar IIR) 


 


6. FSS Antenna 
Gain 


 


Based on ITU-R SF.1486 (38.2 dBi) Based on ITU-R BO.1213 (35.5 dBi) 


7. Site Shielding 30 dB / 40 dB shielding loss at 
receiving site for in-band calculations 


The scenario of no site shielding (0 dB 
shielding loss) at receiving sites would also 
be considered in the in-band interference 
calculations.. 
 


8. Allowable 
In-band 
interference 


Based on ITU-R SF.1486, allowable 
interference (I) is calculated by : 


I = kTB ⋅ (∆T/T), where 
T = 114.8 K 


∆T/T = 10% 
i.e. 
I = -166 dBW / 153.6 kHz 
 = -217.9 dBW/Hz 


1. For worst case calculations, allowable 
interference (I) is based on ITU-R S.1432 : 


I = kTB ⋅ (∆T/T), where 
T = 100 K 


∆T/T = 6% 
i.e. 
I = -169 dBW / 153.6 kHz 
 = -220.8 dBW/Hz 
 
2. For specific FSS systems, actual received 
power and C/I required should be taken into 
account 
 


9. FSS receiver 
saturation 
threshold 


 


-60 dBm -60 dBm 
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 Original Assumptions New Assumptions 


10. Out of band 
emissions 
from BWA 


Based on block edge masks in ECC 
Recommendation (04)05: 
(a) -89 dBW/MHz (for CS) 
(b) -68 dBW/MHz (for TS) 
 


Based on ETSI EN 301 390 : 
(a) -62 dBW/MHz (for CS without filter) 


-71 dBW/MHz (for CS with filter) 
(b) -55 dBW/MHz for outdoor TS 
(c) -62 dBW/MHz for indoor TS 
 


11. Mobile BWA Assumed to be street level or in-door 
operation, so have little impact 
 


Not considered for simplicity of modelling 
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Annex 3 


 


Summary of Required Separation Distances between FSS and BWA 


 


Interference Scenarios Original 


Assumptions 


New Assumptions  


(n = no. of BWA operators) 


  High FSS elevation 
angle 


Low FSS elevation 
angle 


1. In-band Interference    


1.1. Single CS, shielding loss = 40 dB 0.4 km (*1) 0.7 km 0.7 km 


1.2. Single CS, shielding loss = 30 dB 0.7 km (*1) 2.1 km 2.1 km 


1.3. Single CS, shielding loss = 0 dB -- 66.5 km 66.5 km 


1.4. Multiple CS, shielding loss = 40 dB -- 1.6 km (n = 6) 


1.3 km (n = 4) 


1.6 km (n = 6) 


1.3 km (n = 4) 


1.5. Multiple CS, shielding loss = 30 dB -- 5.2 km (n = 6) 


4.2 km (n = 4) 


5.2 km (n = 6) 


4.2 km (n = 4) 


1.6. Multiple CS, shielding loss = 0 dB -- 162.9 km (n = 6) 


133.0 km (n = 4) 


162.9 km (n = 6) 


133.0 km (n = 4) 


2. FSS Frontend Receiver Saturation    


2.1. Single CS without LNB filter 400 m 430 m 540 m 


2.2. Single CS with LNB filter 130 m 215 m 405 m 


2.3. Multiple CS without LNB filter 650 m (n = 6) 1050 m (n = 6) 


855 m (n = 4) 


1050 m (n = 6) 


855 m (n = 4) 


2.4. Multiple CS with LNB filter 380 m (n = 6) 335 m (n = 6) 


270 m (n = 4) 


525 m (n = 6) 


490 m (n = 4) 


2.5. Multiple CS and TS without LNB filter -- 1220 m (n = 6) 


1010 m (n = 4) 


1220 m (n = 6) 


1010 m (n = 4) 


2.6. Multiple CS and TS with LNB filter -- 385 m (n = 6) 


320 m (n = 4) 


560 m (n = 6) 


520 m (n = 4) 


(c) Out-of-band (OOB) Emission    


– Multiple CS  260m (n = 6) 
(*1) 


1075 m (n = 6) 


875 m (n = 4) 


1075 m (n = 6) 


875 m (n = 4) 


– Multiple CS and TS -- 2275 m (n = 6) 


1945 m (n = 4) 


2275 m (n = 6) 


1945 m (n = 4) 


– Multiple CS (with filter) and Indoor TS -- 580 m (n = 6) 


475 m (n = 4) 


580 m (n = 6) 


475 m (n = 4) 


 


*1: The figures according to the original assumptions given in RSAC Paper 2/2006 have been corrected such that 


the allowable interference are defined in terms of power density (dBW/Hz) instead of channel power (dBW) 
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Annex 4 


 


Field Test for Measurement of BWA to FSS Interference 


 


 


Objective 


 


The objective of the field test is to measure the interference level generated by BWA 


transmission into a satellite receiving station by taking measurement of the relevant 


parameters (C/N, BER and digital power) of a satellite TV channel. The effect of a bandpass 


filter has also be examined. 


 


 


Date and Place of Test 


 


2.  The test was conducted by OFTA in the Radio Monitoring Unit (RMU) at Kwun 


Tong during 6-10 April 2006. 


 


 


Participants in the Test 


 


3.  Apart from the technical staff of OFTA, representatives of the following four 


companies participated in the test : 


  (a) Asia Satellite Telecommunications Company Limited 


(b) STAR Group Limited 


(c) Reach Networks Hong Kong Limited (“REACH”) 


(d) New World Telecommunications Limited 


 


 


Test Equipment and Set Up 


 


4.  The following equipment has been used during the test. The test set up is shown in 


Figure 1.  


 


Item Description 


 


Brand Name Model 


(a)  3-metre Diameter  


Mesh Antenna 


 


Eight Limited ST – 10 
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(b)  C-band Dual Feedhorn 


 


Eight Limited PAS C DUAL 


(c)  LNB in 3.4 – 4.2 GHz 


Band 


 


California Amplifier LNB 140194 


(d)  Bandpass Filter in  


3.6 – 4.2 GHz Band  


 


Microwave Limited 11383 


(e)  BWA Base  


Station Equipment 


 


Alvarion  BreezeMAX 3500 


 


(f)  BWA Base Station Antenna 


 


Alvarion  3.3 to 3.7 GHz 90/V 


(g)  Double-Ridged Waveguide 


Horn Antenna 11966E 


 


Hewlett Packard 3115 


(h)  Spectrum Analyzer 


 


Advantest U3661 


(i)  Digital Satellite Receiver  


 


Pacific Satellite DSR2882S 


(j)  Television Set 


 


National  TC-485XR 


(k)  Digital TV and SAT 


Level Meter 


PROMAX Prolink-4C Premium 


 


 


Methodology of Test 


 


5.  The interference effect to satellite signal reception from AsiaSat 3S (elevation 


angle : 62.60) has been measured in the test14. The BWA transmitter was set up at several 


locations and transmitting frequencies used for the test are 3505 MHz and 3550 MHz.  The 


C/N, BER and digital power of a programme channel were measured directly from the LNB 


output. 


 


6.  The following outlines the steps taken in each of the test cases: 


 


                                                 
14 Satellite reception from AsiaSat 3S will be performed as a first step because the satellite antenna has been 
aligned to receive signal from that satellite.  After the review, interference effect to reception of other satellites, 
including other parameters which have not yet examined, will be performed at a later stage, if necessary. 
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� Align the satellite antenna to receive program channel of 3725 MHz  


� Measure from the LNB output the C/N, BER and digital power of 3725 MHz. 


� Place the BWA transmitter at varying distances and angles from the satellite antenna 


(see Figures 2, 3 and 4) : 


– about 36 metres with horizontal angle of 1320  


– about 130 metres with horizontal angle of 280  


– about 350 metres with horizontal angle of 930  


� Set the BWA transmitter to 3505 MHz and 3550 MHz at various output power. 


� Measure the C/N, BER and digital power of 3725 MHz and record the TV picture 


quality. 


� Measure the power level of 3505 MHz and 3550 MHz from the spectrum analyzer 


placed at the satellite antenna. 


� Repeat the above procedures when filter is used. 


 


 


Test Results 


 


7.  The measurements on the satellite channel were taken and recorded.   The 


measurement results for BWA transmitting frequency at 3550 MHz are compared with the 


results of a previous test conducted by OFTA in January 2006 and they are summarised in 


Table 1. 


 


 


 


- End -  
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Table 1 - Summary of Field Test Results 


 


Distance and horizontal 


angle of BWA from FSS 


Measured EIRP of BWA (3550 MHz) to trigger 


interference to TVRO (dBm) 


Calculated 


EIRP of BWA 


to cause LNB 


saturation 


(dBm) (*2) 


 Test in Jan 06 


(*1) (picture 


quality criteria) 


Test in Apr 06 


(*1) (picture 


quality criteria) 


Test in Apr 06 


(*1) (BER 


criteria) 


 


1. 36m (132°) – no LNB 


filter 


< 28 (*3) < 28 (*3) < 28 (*3) 14 


2. 36m (132°) – with LNB 


filter 


< 28 (*3) < 28 (*3) < 28 (*3) 24 


3. 130m (28°) – no LNB 


filter 


29 28 <28 30 


4. 130m (28°) – with LNB 


filter 


39 33-38 28-33 40 


5. 350m (93°) – no LNB 


filter 


39 >43 (*4) 38-43 34 (*5) 


6. 350m (93°) – with LNB 


filter 


42 >43 (*4) 38-43 44 


 


*1: Two different sets of BWA equipment are used for the two tests in Jan 06 and April 06 


*2: The LNB filter is assumed to give a 10 dB attenuation for BWA interference. 


*3: The BWA EIRP for causing interference at 36m (132°) cannot be measured because the minimum 


EIRP setting of BWA transmitter equipment used for the test is 28 dBm 


*4 : The BWA EIRP for causing interference at 350m (93°) cannot be measured because the maximum 


EIRP setting of BWA transmitter equipment used for the test is 43 dBm 


*5: In the case of (5), the propagation path may not be entirely clear and line-of-sight.  This accounts 


for the measured BWA signal being higher than the calculated one based on free space propagation. 
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Figure 1 - Test Set Up
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Main beam (centre line) of 


the dish antenna 


Figure 2 - BWA Equipment in Radio Monitoring Unit 


BWA Tx antenna 


1320 


36 m 
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BWA Tx antenna 


Main Beam (centre line) 


of the dish antenna 


Figure 3 - BWA Equipment on the Roof-top of Hon Pak House, Wan Hon Estate, Kwun Tong 


280 


12 m 


130 m 
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BWA Tx antenna 


Main beam (centre line) of 


the dish antenna 


Figure 4 - BWA Equipment on the Roof-top of Man Wah House, Lok Wah South Estate 


930 


80 m 


350 m 
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Annex 5 


Field Test for Measurement of BWA Interference  


to TT&C Earth Station in Tai Po 


 


Objective 


 


To measure the interference generated by BWA transmission into a telemetry, testing 


and control (TT&C) earth station in Tai Po with receiving frequencies in 3.4 – 4.2 GHz by 


taking measurement of the relevant parameters of the received satellite signals (noise floor, 


digital power, C/N and BER). 


 


 


Date and Place of Test 


 


2.  The test was jointly conducted by OFTA and APT Satellite Holdings Limited 


(“APT”) on 29 June 2006 at the APT Satellite Control Centre in Tai Po Industrial Estate. 


 


 


Test Equipment and Set Up 


 


3.  The following equipment was used during the test.  The earth station was located 


in the APT Satellite Control Centre in Tai Po.  The BWA base station equipment was located 


on the roof top of a building in Ma On Shan area as shown in Figure 1. 


 


Item Description 


 


Brand Name Model Responsible 


Party 


(a)  13-metre diameter 


TT&C earth station 


  APT 


(b)  Satellite signal analyzer 


 


  APT 


(c)  BWA Base  


Station Equipment 


Alvarion  BreezeMAX 


3500 


OFTA 


(d)  BWA Base Station 


Antenna 


Alvarion  3.3 to 3.7 GHz 


90/V 


OFTA 


 


 


Methodology of Test 
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4.  The BWA transmitter was set up at the rooftop of a building located at the sea coast 


of Ma On Shan15. The BWA frequencies used for the test was set to be around 3.5 GHz (3510 


MHz used).  The polarization of the BWA was aligned with the horizontal polarization of the 


13 meter antenna in order to evaluate the worst-case interference. The transmitting power of 


the BWA was adjusted from the lowest value (13 dBm) to the highest value (28 dBm) and the 


impact on the C-band reception at the 13 meter antenna was assessed for the following four 


cases: 


 


� Interference to the satellite downlink, transponder 17A/17B of APSTAR-VI is shut down: 


 


(1) BWA antenna pointing with direct line-of-sight to the 13 meter antenna 


(2) BWA antenna pointing away (90, 180 degrees) from direct line-of-sight to the 13 


meter antenna 


 


� Interference to overall satellite link, transponder 17A/17B is powered on: 


 


(3) BWA antenna pointing with direct line-of-sight to the 13 meter antenna 


(4) BWA antenna pointing away (90, 180 degrees) from direct line-of-sight to the 13 


meter antenna 


 


5.  For each of the test cases, the relevant parameters (noise floor, carrier power, C/N, 


BER) of the received satellite signals of the 13-metre TT&C earth station were measured.  


Assessment was made whether the interference threshold (∆T / T = 25%) 16 was reached. 


 


 


Test Results 


 


6.  Table 1 summarises the measurement results for the 13m earth station. 


                                                 
15 The proposed building is at Kam Fung Court (錦豐苑 錦蓉閣). 
16 Recommendation ITU-R S.1432 states that the noise temperature raise caused by aggregation of interference 
from all sources should not exceed 25% of the noise temperature.  In the present case, it has been agreed with 
APT that the acceptable interference threshold is taken to be ∆T / T = 25%. 
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Table 1 : Measurements of BWA interference to APT’s 13m earth station 


∆T/Tcriteria = 25% BWA Tx Power 


13 dBm (*1) 


BWA Tx Power 


18 dBm (*1) 


BWA Tx Power 


23 dBm (*1) 


BWA Tx Power 


28 dBm (*1) 


I0/N0 7.75  13.14  17.87  22.49  


∆T / T 596.21 %  2058.93 %  6124.56 % 17743.28 % 


Case1 


Harmful I0 harmful harmful harmful harmful 


I0/N0 -16.99  -2.86  1.99  6.36  


∆T / T 2.00 % 51.79 % 158.02 % 432.46 % 


Case2 


Harmful I0 acceptable Harmful Harmful harmful 


I0/N0 -2.26  5.99  9.27  13.04  


∆T / T 59.49 % 397.63 % 845.52 % 2015.85 % 


Case3 


Harmful I0 harmful Harmful Harmful harmful 


I0/N0 -16.99  -16.99  -16.99  3.37  


∆T / T 2.00 % 2.00 % 2.00 % 217.23 % 


Case4 


Harmful I0 acceptable acceptable Acceptable harmful 


*1: The concerned transmitter power is referred at the BWA antenna port.  An antenna gain of 15dB should be 


added to derive the power in EIRP. 


 


7.  It was found when the BWA was pointed away from the direction of direct line of 


sight (LOS) with the APT earth station, the 180 degree case had similar interference level as 


the 90 degree case. 


 


 


Comparison with Theoretical Calculations 


 


8.  Based on the interference threshold of (∆T / T = 25%) and the estimated distance 


(about 5.06 km) between the BWA transmitting equipment and the APT’s earth station, the 


threshold power of the BWA transmission to cause interference is worked out and compared 


with the results obtained in the field test.  Table 2 summarises the results. 
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Table 2 : Power of Single BWA Base Station to cause interference 


∆T/Tcriteria = 25% 


Distance = 5.06 km 


Measured BWA Power in 


EIRP (dBm) 


Calculated BWA Power in 


EIRP (dBm) 


BWA pointing with direct 


LOS at APT earth station 


(Case 3) 


< 28 dBm (*2) 10 dBm 


BWA pointing away from 


APT earth station 


(assumed to have 15 dB 


antenna discrimination) 


(Case 4) 


38-43 dBm (*3) 25 dBm 


*2 : The adjustable range of transmitter power of the BWA test equipment at the antenna port is 13 – 28 dBm.   


Adding an antenna gain of 15 dB, the adjustable power of the BWA test equipment is 28 – 43 dBm in EIRP. 


* 3: From Table 1, harmful interference occurs when the BWA transmitter power is within 23 – 28 dBm.  


Adding an antenna gain of 15 dB, the power in EIRP to cause interference is 38 – 43 dBm. 


 


 


Conclusion 


 


9.  From the field test conducted, it can be concluded that : 


 


(a) when a BWA station located at Ma On Shan is pointing directly to Tai Po earth 


station, it will cause harmful interference to the FSS in all tested power levels 


(28 – 43 dBm in EIRP).  This is in line with the calculated values. 


 


(b) when a BWA station is pointed 90 degrees or 180 degrees away from the direct 


LOS to the Tai Po earth station, a power level of up to 38 dBm in EIRP will not 


cause harmful interference to the FSS.  This is within the calculated value. 


 


- End - 
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Figure 1 - Location of APT’s Earth Station in Tai Po and BWA Test Equipment in Ma On 


Shan 


 


 


 







